This paper examines the question of existence of locally compact subgroups of topological abelian groups. A counterexample is given and it is shown in a certain setting that groups have a nontrivial locally compact subgroup.
Introduction.
If H is an infinite, locally compact topological abelian group, then H has a nontrivial, proper locally compact subgroup Hx. More generally, suppose H is an infinite, complete, metrizable, topological abelian group. We will see that H may not have any nontrivial, locally compact subgroups.
When such a topological group H is a subgroup of a quotient group of the Banach space C0 modulo the integer valued sequences, H will have a nontrivial locally compact subgroup. This will follow from a more general result involving Banach space with bases. The results in this paper are established by constructions utilizing coordinates.
2. A group with no nontrivial locally compact subgroups. The following construction will yield an example of an infinite, complete, metrizable topological group H whose only locally compact subgroup is the trivial one.
Let {u"}™=x be the standard basis for lx,vn = (l/n)u", and K be the closed subgroup of lx generated by [vn}™= x. Thus if x G K, we can write x in standard lx coordinates as x = (px/l,p2/2,p3/3,...) with 2^°=i \pn\ln < °° ana< the pn integers. If y G lx with y = (ax,a2,...), we can write y = x + z with x G K, z G /,, z = (ßx,ß2,...) and -1/2« < ßn < 1/2« for each «. Define L to be the quotient group L = lx/K. If w G L, w is the image under the quotient map of some y G lx with y as above, y = x + z, etc. We will represent w as w = (ßx,ß2,...) since this coordinate representation depends only on w.
Let H G L be the set of w G L with w = (mx/l ■ 2,m2/2 ■ 22,m3/3 ■ 23,...), each mn an integer, -2*""' < mn < 2 , and mn+x = mn (mod 2"). H is a closed subgroup of L and in fact is a subgroup of a projective limit group, the 2-adic integers, but has a different topology inherited from L. If w and the mn are as above, define a function a on H by o-(w) = imx,m2,...).
Define for w G H, \\w\\ = 2"_i \mj/n2". On the other hand, Thus,
Suppose wp+1 ^ 0 and let q he the greatest q with <j < p and a? =?*= 0. Then |#fi,+ 1| = \aq2" + mq\ > \aq2°\ -\mq\ > 2" -2°~x = ¿T«.
This implies 2 kl2r = 2 \ar\2r < 2 r=0 r=0 r=0
Combining (2.2) with (2.3) gives (2.3) 2. k|2' == 2 \ar\2r < 2. 2r < 2"+x < 4|mp+11.
Ml'<2 J]^i = 8|k||.
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Combining this with (2.1) we get x$\\w\\' < ||w|| < ||w||'. Whence || || and || ||' yield the same topology on H. Let w G H, w t¿ 0, and 9(w) = (a0,ax,...). If k is an integer with 0 < k < «, then n-\ n-\ n-k-l 2kmn = 2k 2 ar2r = 2 ar2k+r = 2 ar2k+r (mod 2"). = oo which contradicts ||>»||' < oo. Whence the only subgroup F of H such that F is discrete or compact is the trivial subgroup. By the structure theorem for locally compact abelian groups, it follows that the only locally compact subgroup of H is the trivial subgroup. H does have some nontrivial, proper subgroups, e.g., the Hn.
This example leaves unanswered the question of whether, if H is an infinite, complete, metrizable topological abelian group, H has a nontrivial, proper closed subgroup.
3. Some groups which have nontrivial locally compact subgroups. If C0 is the Banach space of real sequences which converge to zero and K the group of integer sequences with only a finite number of nonzero terms, define G to be the quotient group C0/K [1] . If H is a nontrivial, closed subgroup of G, then we will see that H has a nontrivial locally compact subgroup. This will be a consequence of a more general result for Banach spaces which have a basis.
Let {un}™=x be a basis for a Banach space (E, || |") with ||«"||" = 1 for all n. There is a norm || ||' on E equivalent to || ||" such that Thus if x = 2^=i ^n"« is in X, then .$" G Z and for some N,x = 2"=i snu". Let G be the quotient group G = F/A" and it: E -* G be the quotient map. Define ||,|| for, G G to be the minimum of ||x||' over all x G E with w(x) = y. If x G E, we can write x = 2if= l •*«M« + w witri w G A", x" G R and -j < x" < j. If, = w(x), we will write y = (,i,.y2, ■ ■ ■) with yn = x" for the x" just described. In general, if y, z G G, then ||, + z|| < ||,|| + ||z|| and ||,|| = |r-,||. Given an integer q ¥= 0, choose « > 0 so that 2" < q < 2n+1. Then by Thus a generates a discrete subgroup of H.
Theorem. Let (E,\\ \\') be a Banach space with a basis {un}™=x such that \\un\\' = 1 for all n. Also let K be the subgroup generated by [u"}™=x and G = E/K. If H is a nontrivial, closed subgroup of G, then either H has a nontrivial, compact subgroup or H has an infinite cyclic, discrete subgroup. Suppose {x')°Li is in U and {#(.*,)},*!, is a nonrepeating Cauchy sequence in L. Then if tx > 0 is given, there is NitxM) such that i,j > A/(t] A/) implies ||f9(x') -0ixj)\\ < e, M. But we know since ||x' -xj\\ < c that ||0(x' -x')|| > M\\x¡ -xJ\\. Thus, e, M > \\0ix¡) -0{xj)\\ > M\\xl -x'\\ and ||x'' -x>|| < £[ so that [x'}°°= i is a Cauchy sequence in U. If i,7}^] is any sequence in U, then (#(>"')}°li has a convergent subsequence {0iyJ(-'')}/Lx since L is compact. The preceding result shows {y^''}'^=x is a Cauchy sequence in U. U is a complete metric space under the metric induced from || || since G = F/A is complete, H is closed in G, and U is closed in H. Whence [yJ^)/L\ converges to some y G U. This proves that U is compact. Whence H is a locally compact topological group. Then the structure theorem for locally compact abelian groups implies H has an infinite cyclic, discrete subgroup or a nontrivial compact subgroup.
It is not known whether this theorem holds true if the hypotheses of the theorem are weakened so that E is any separable Banach space and A" is a discrete subgroup of E.
Let F be a separable Banach space and K a discrete subgroup. A is said to have the maximal property if Kx is a discrete subgroup and A", D A imply that A^A" is a torsion group. If A" is a discrete subgroup of a Banach space E such that K does not have the maximal property, then E/K has an infinite, discrete subgroup. If F is finite dimensional of dimension n, then any set of n elements which are linearly independent over the reals generate a subgroup K with the maximal property. No example is known of such a pair E, K if E is infinite dimensional.
